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Descriptive Summary

Title: Chinese Historical Society of Southern California records
Dates: 1975-2000s
Collection Number: KA001-KA029, KB001-K006, KC001
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 38.25 linear feet (36 banker box)
Repository: Chinese Historical Society of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90012
Abstract: Abstract is currently unavailable at this time.
Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is currently unprocessed. Please call or email CHSSC for more information

Preferred Citation
Chinese Historical Society of Southern California records. Chinese Historical Society of Southern California

Scope and Content of Collection
Collection includes materials relating to the Chinese Historical Society of Southern California. Such materials include bulletins, membership information, invoices, binders, project and community related materials, and miscellaneous business-related materials. Box KA001-KA029 - 30.81 linear feet (29 banker boxes), 1975-1989; Box KB001-K006 - 6.37 linear feet (6 banker boxes), 1990s; and Box KC001 - 1.06 linear feet (1 banker box), 2000s.